Abstract-Proxies can be used as gateways between remote resources and mobile devices to deal with the challenges resulted from disconnections and the limited resources of mobile devices. This paper describes a proxy-based infrastructure that provides proxy services to support mobile device applications. Proxy services can be thought of as a library of functions where the functions execute on a proxy and serve as a bridge between client application on the mobile device and remote services. The infrastructure allows for a dynamic association of a proxy with a mobile device that takes into account the proximity between the mobile device and proxy and the mobility of the client mobile device. Furthermore, proxies are chosen dynamically and the services provided by a proxy are dynamically changing based on the requirements of the clients for a better resource utilization. Several experiments are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed infrastructure. The results suggest that the services offered by the proxy can be used for quick recovery after disconnections with only the minimal addition of overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of mobile consumer devices, e.g. smartphones and tablet PCs, has spurred development of mobile device applications that allow the consumer to access remote services. This includes data sources, software services and devices e.g., a printer that provides a remote print service.
The challenges in providing seamless and transparent access to remote services from mobile device applications include the limited computing resources typically found on mobile devices, the mobility of these devices, unreliable wireless links, low bandwidth wireless links and limited battery power. To address these challenges the use of proxies has been proposed. A proxy is a machine (or a cluster) with sufficient computing resources that is on the wired network. The use of proxies has been proposed for the offloading of resource intensive tasks and to host services e.g., checkpointing, service discovery, the conversion of one data format to another (transcoding) in order to accommodate a variety of devices.
The performance of mobile device applications, which we will henceforth refer to as client applications, that access remote services are impacted by network latency. The impact of network latency is not just limited to interactive and delay-sensitive applications [1] , [2] but also to applications that have minimal user interaction. The end-to-end latency consists of both the network latency between the mobile device and proxy as well as between the proxy and the remote service. This suggests a need for multiple proxies that are geographically distributed. Another reason for multiple proxies is that the load from multiple mobile device applications may exceed the capabilities of a single proxy.
Essentially proxies represent an additional layer of infrastructure between mobile device applications and remote resources. The effective use of this additional layer of infrastructure requires that the following challenges be addressed:
• Proxy discovery techniques are needed. One can think of a proxy as a service and thus proxy discovery can be thought of as service discovery. There are several service discovery techniques including Service Location Protocol [3] , Universal Plug-and-Play [4] and Salutation [5] . A problem with using existing service discovery protocols is the assumption that most attributes used to characterize a service are static. With static attributes the value of the attributes are assigned once when the proxy registers. An example of a static attribute for a proxy is CPU speed. Although service discovery protocols allow for the specification of dynamic attributes (e.g., proxy CPU load), the protocols do not provide facilities to monitor the dynamic attributes. A second problem is that discovery protocols are often assumed to provide information within a local area network or within an organization. To increase flexibility with respect to associating mobile devices with applications, we do not want to assume that the proxies and mobile devices must be in the same network. In earlier work [6] we describe how a proxy can be found based on the use of dynamic attributes.
• Proxies often are used to host software services. These services are not necessarily clones of client applications or clones of remote services [7] . There is a need for software services that act as a bridge between the remote service and client applications. We will refer to these software services as proxy services. These services can save the application developer from having to deal with intricate details. These services need welldefined APIs that can be used by the client application developers. There is considerable work in mobile grids that consider the use of proxies for hosting software services. Grids are typically used for job execution. Jobs may constitute multiple components that need to be coordinated at run-time. One use of proxies is to host services that provide this coordination in a geographically distributed environment. The client application and the job submitted are two different applications. In this work, the remote services can be considered as part of the client application or at least enhance the usability of the client application. This allows proxy services to be thought of as a bridge between these components and thus requires an interaction that is different from that found in grids. There is also considerable work that focusses on offloading software components of an application (e.g., [7] ). We do consider this separate from the offloading of tasks.
Offloading of tasks by an application means that the applications will request that tasks, that it provides the code for, is executed on another machine. We consider offloading very important but we also assume that there are software components that can be used by multiple applications for accessing remote services that can be placed on proxies. This software should be available on the proxy. There are two advantages: (i) Proxy services that are available on the proxy for multiple client applications can help in application development in a similar fashion that code libraries are used; (ii) Having proxy services that already reside on proxies saves bandwidth and increases reliability by not having client applications tranfer the proxy services as needed. The contribution of the work presented in this paper is to show how a proxy-based mobile computing infrastructure can provide proxy services that are developed independently of the client applications in order to access and interact with remote services. The proxy services can be thought of as a library and the proxy-based mobile infrastructure provides a platform for execution of the proxy services. This use of proxies to support proxy services is not typically found in the literature. Our contribution shows that the proxy services can be effective in developing applications as well as an initial evaluation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed infrastructure. Section III shows the usage of the infrastructure for an example application. Sections IV and V provide description of implementation and evaluation result. The related work are presented in section VI. Sections VII and VIII discuss our observations, conclusions and future work.
II. THE PROXY-BASED MOBILE COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE
This section describes the components of the proxy-based infrastructure and the interactions needed to find a proxy.
A. Proxy Finder Server (PFS)
When a proxy first comes on-line, it should register itself with one or more PFS. The information it provides at registration includes its IP address and its available proxy services. By registering with multiple PFSs, the resources offered by a proxy can be more widely accessible. The information about proxies saved at a PFS might be updated later by proxies. For example, if the list of proxy services available at a proxy changes, the proxy informs the PFSs at which it is registered.
Client applications use a PFS to discover proxies. There are multiple mechanisms that can be used to provide client applications with PFS addresses. For example, PFS addresses could come from an ISP provider or a telecom company.
B. Finding a Proxy
To initiate proxy discovery, a client application sends a message to a PFS requesting that the PFS finds appropriate proxies. The request specifies the proxy services required by the requesting client application and the current location of the mobile device. With this information, the PFS selects one or more proxies that have the required proxy services and are within acceptable proximity to the mobile device and the remote service. Currently proximity is measured using the Round Trip Time. Every proxy has a repository of proxy services' archive files. A proxy is said to have a proxy service if the proxy service is in the repository. Proxy services can be installed and uninstalled. Installation of a proxy service is done based on need. However, if an installed proxy service is not used then it can be uninstalled which allows for resources to be freed. Each application is associated with an instance of a proxy service. This allows proxy services to be used by multiple applications. We note that currently an appropriate proxy is defined as one that has all available proxy services. This can be extended such that appropriate proxies includes those that have a certain percentage of the proxy services and then assumes that the rest can be downloaded from elsewhere. The more proxy services a proxy has the better since this saves time in downloading from elsewhere.
For each proxy that the PFS finds appropriate, the PFS sends a request message. The decision to accept a client request is made by the proxy. The decision making is based on computing resource availability. For example, if the current load on the proxy is too high to accept a new client, the proxy can decide to reject the request. If the proxy decides to accept the request it informs the PFS about the acceptance and installs required proxy services if needed. The PFS selects a proxy from those that have accepted the request. In the current implementation the first proxy that responds indicating that it has accepted the request is selected. The PFS returns a message to the client application informing it of the proxy's IP addresses and information (e.g., port number, URL) needed to communicate with the proxy services. Once a proxy has been selected, the client application can use the proxy services on the proxy.
An alternative approach is to have proxies send resource usage information to the PFSs that it is registered with. This allows a PFS to select a proxy. The problem with this approach is that there may be a large number of proxies registered with a PFS which would require the PFS to handle many periodic messages from proxies. This load could increase the response time of the PFS.
III. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: REMOTE PRINTING
In this section an example client application, remote printing, is introduced to show how client applications can use proxy services to communicate with remote services. The remote print application enables its users to find the closest printer and send a document to a remote printer for printing. We assume that this application is in use in a university campus. Space considerations dose not allow us to describe other applications.
An instance of a service called the Printing Service is available for each printer on the campus that is intended to be accessible for such use. This service provides an API that allows mobile devices to send a document to it for printing. The address of the Printing Service can be provided by the mobile user or it can be found using a location-aware service called the Printer Finder. The Printer Finder service maintains information on available printers in a database. The Printer Finder service uses the location of the requesting client application to find an appropriate printer. The information needed to communicate with the printer is returned to the client application. The instances of Printing Service and Printer Finder are remote services.
A. Proxy Services Used
The Relay proxy service is used when the client calls the Printer Finder service. The address of the Printer Finder service and input parameters are passed to the Relay proxy service. The Relay proxy service calls the Printer Finder service on behalf of the client application. The Relay proxy service saves the returned result in its database and sends the result to the client application (figure 1). The DataTransfer proxy service is used to transfer data from the client to the proxy. For the remote printing application, the DataTransfer proxy service is used to transfer: (i) the document to be printed; and (ii) the Printing Service Client application, as an offloaded task, to the proxy. The Printing Service Client is used to communicate with the Printing Service and is provided by the university to clients.
The CodeExec proxy service is used by the proxy to execute the Printing Service Client application on the proxy. Figure 2 illustrates how a client application uses the DataTransfer and CodeExec proxy services to call the Printing Service. 
B. API
This section shows that mobile application development is simplified using proxy services. This is shown through pseudocode that shows how a client application can use the Relay, DataTransfer and the CodeExec proxy services to call the PrinterFinder and the PrintingService.
1) PrinterFinderViaProxy:
The pseudocode in figure 3 shows how the Relay proxy service on the proxy can be used to call a remote service by a client. The information about the remote service (in this case the Printer Finder service), which includes the service's URL, is set in line 1. The values of the input parameters to be passed to the remote service is set in line 2. The input parameters for the Printer Finder service include the current location of the mobile device and the access level of the mobile device users, for example student, professor or guest. The useRelayPS method, called in line 4, calls the Relay proxy service. If the client application is unable to connect to the Relay proxy service then it will time out (resulting in a return of FAILURE) and further attempts are made until a successful connection and transfer of information is made (lines 3-5.) This logic is considered as part of the useRelaypPS proxy service. Once a connection is made and input parameters are passed then any disconnection that occurs before returning the result from the remote service will cause useRelayPS to return NULL.
If a disconnection occurs after useRelayPS receives the information needed to communicate with the remote service then the result can be found in the database of the proxy service (line 7). After successfully receiving the result, the removeResultFromRelay method is called (line 8) to notify the Relay proxy service that the result can be removed from its database.
2) PrintingServiceViaProxy: The pseudocode for the PrintServiceViaProxy mobile application is presented in figure 4. Line numbers 1 and 2 represent the transfer of the document to be printed and the executable task file to the proxy using the DataTransfer proxy service. The useDataTransferPS method returns the path to the transmitted file on the proxy machine. The CodeExec proxy service is called on line 4 through the useCodeExecPS method. The first argument, pathToProgramFile, is the value returned by the call made to the useDataTransferPS method on line 2. It represents the path to the executable task file on the proxy machine. The second argument is the list of input parameters needed by the task file, which is set in line 3. There is a third argument for useDataTransferPS that indicates which byte the transmission starts with. If the transmission is the entire file, then the third argument can be omitted.
If a disconnection occurs during file transmission, which is followed by a reconnection, the pseudocode for ResumeDataTransfer, figure 5, shows how the DataTransfer proxy service can be used to retrieve the number of bytes (from the transmitted file) which were transmitted successfully to the proxy before the disconnection (line 1).
If a disconnection occurs during file transmission, which is followed by a reconnection, the pseudocode for ResumeDataTransfer, figure 5, shows how the DataTransfer proxy service can be used to retrieve the number of bytes (from the transmitted file) which were transmitted successfully to the proxy before the disconnection (line 1). After requesting the number of successfully transmitted bytes, the client RESUMEDATATRANSFER 1 noOfTransferredBytes = retriveCountFromDataTransfer(clientId); 2 useDataTransferPS(clientId, printFile, noOfTransferredBytes); Figure 5 . Pseudocode for resuming data transfer in PrinitngServiceViaProxy application can again call the useDataTransferPS method (line 2) to send the remaining bytes of the file. The useDataTransferPS method was used in the pseudocode in figure 4 , but the difference here is that the third argument shows that transmission of a file does not start with the first byte.
These examples show that application development is simplified since tasks related to disconnections and data transfers are dealt with by the proxy services.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the Printer Finder and the Printing Service application described in section III as remote services. We implemented two mobile client applications. One application calls the Printer Finder and Printing Service directly (see figure 6 for interactions with the Printer Finder and the Printing Service) and another application uses the proxy services (Figures 1 and 2 ). These applications are referred to as RemotePrintWithoutProxy and RemotePrintViaProxy respectively. 
V. EVALUATION
Evaluation of our proxy-based infrastructure explored performance and the overhead incurred by using the proxy.
A. Finding A Proxy
To evaluate how the distance between proxy and mobile device affects the response time of the system, we have done an experiment by simulating various RTT values between the mobile device and the proxy during the call to the Printing Service (as mentioend earlier, the distance measure in our work is the RTT). It is assumed that the RTT affects only the file transmission between the mobile device and the DataTransfer proxy service on the proxy. To simulate delay the DataTransfer proxy service sleeps for a randomly generated period before every read from the communication socket (the randon numbers are generated from a specific range.) We ran the RemotePrintViaProxy several times with different simulated RTT values (that are obtained from different ranges to genarate the random values) and the time to call the Printing Service is measured for each run. The result of runs is shown in table I. As can be seen from the table, higher RTT values resulted in higher execution time. This shows that it is beneficial to use proxies that are closer to the location of the mobile device. The proxy finding process will add time overhead to the overall response time of the system. To measure this overhead we ran the RemotePrintViaProxy application five times and calculated the average time that it takes to find a proxy. The RemotePrintViaProxy application needs to call two distinct remote services; Printing Service and Printer Finder. Since these remote services are not necessarily on the same host and different proxy services are required to call them, the RemotePrintViaProxy application needs to find an appropriate proxy for before calling each remote services, separately. The result taken by averaging the time to find a proxy over five runs shows that the first attempt to find a proxy (for calling the Printer Finder) takes 4651.4 msec and the second attempt to find a proxy (for calling the Printing Service) takes 3386.8 msec. As the numbers show, the overhead is not significant (comparing to the whole time of calling remote services, specially for proxies with higer RTTs.) In addition, if an application needs to find a proxy more that once, next attemps to find a proxy will take a shorter time.
B. Retransmission vs Recovery
This experiment is designed to find how offloading the functionality related to disconnection handling to a proxy through the Relay and DataTransfer proxy services impacts performance when a disconnection occurs. For this experiment and the experiment explained in section V-C no simulated RTT is added to the communications. It is assumed that similar trends applies for all proxies regardless of distance.
We first ran RemotePrintViaProxy and the RemotePrintWithoutProxy three times. In each run a disconnection occurs during a call to the Printer Finder remote service. The numbers presented are taken by averaging the results of three runs. For the RemotePrintViaProxy application, if a disconnection occurs before receiving the result, the time to contact the Relay proxy service, retrieve the result and then request to remove the result is 759.33 msec. While for the RemotePrintWithoutProxy application, if the disconnection appears, the application has to call the remote service again which, in the case of success, takes 8.702 seconds. As the numbers show, retrieving the result from the Relay proxy service is much faster than the re-call of the remote service.
We then ran RemotePrintViaProxy and the RemotePrintWithoutProxy three times but the disconnection is simulated during the transmission of a file. For the RemotePrintWithoutProxy, the file transmission is between the mobile application and the Printing Service, while for the RemotePrintViaProxy the file transmission is between mobile client and the DataTransfer proxy service.) The disconnection is simulated after transferring a specific number of bytes of the file. Upon reconnection, the RemotePrintViaProxy client application retrieves the number of successfully transmitted bytes from the DataTransfer proxy service and resumes the transfer of the remaining contents of the the file. On the other hand, the RemotePrintWithoutProxy client application has to re-send the entire file after the reconnection. The comparison of the performance of RemotePrintWithoutProxy and RemotePrintViaProxy after a disconnection is based on a measurement of recovery time for the RemotePrintViaProxy and the time it takes to re-transfer of already transferred bytes for RemotePrintWithoutProxy. For RemotePrintViaProxy the recovery time is defined as the time between the reconnection and the time that the application has found the number of already transmitted bytes from the DataTransfer proxy service and is available to start the transmission of the the remaining bytes of the file. We ran this experiment for various file sizes. The results of the experiment are shown in table II. The calculated times are averaged over three runs for each file size. As shown in the table, the recovery times are much shorter than the retransmission times, even for the smaller data sizes. The results also show that while the retransmission times for RemotePrintWithoutProxy increases proportional to the data size, the recovery time for RemotePrintViaProxy is almost the same for various data sizes.
We have also examined placing the functionality associated with the DataTransfer proxy service as part of the implementation of the RemotePrintWithoutProxy and having the RemotePrintWithoutProxy directly communicate with the Printing Service. However, for recovery purposes the Printing Service should be able to provide the Re-motePrintWithoutProxy with the information required for printing e.g., the number of bytes successfully received by the RemotePrintWithoutProxy. The Printing Service has to be modified to support keeping track of this information for each print job. 
C. Measuring the Overhead
To measure the overhead time added by calling the Relay proxy service, we ran both client applications with no disconnection while the applications just called the Printer Finder service.
The run-time of the RemotePrintViaProxy application, averaged over three runs, is 9.034 seconds. The run-time of the RemotePrintWithoutProxy application, is 8.702 seconds. Since we do not see a large difference, it shows that using the Relay proxy service does not add a considerable overhead to the run-time of applications if no disconnection happens.
To measure the time overhead added by using the DataTransfer proxy service, we assume that both applications call the Printing Service and no disconnection happens during the execution of this experiment. The RemotePrintViaProxy and RemotePrintWithoutProxy try to print several text files with various sizes. The result of runs is shown in table III. As we expected, by using the DataTransfer proxy serivce, in the RemotePrintViaProxy, a time overhead is added for all file sizes (about 10 seconds.) Although, this overhead is relativly high, specially for smaller file sizes, it is almost the same for all file sizes that is advantageous when transferring larger files. In this section we describe some of the related work on proxies and mobility. Task Offloading. Many researchers have proposed offloading computing application tasks to proxies (e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . The work described in [9] allows applications on smartphones to request that a job be executed on a remote hardware resource. Giurgiu et al. [10] is an example of work that focusses on techniques for determining which application modules should be executed on the phone and which modules should be executed on remote hardware resources. On the other hand, Chun et al. [11] propose that the entire smartphone image should be executed on a proxy. Programming models (e.g., [12] ) primarily focus on abstractions for task offloading. Most of this work assumes that the tasks are executed on an organization's computers or there is no explicit assumption made about proxy ownership. Our work allows task offloading as a proxy service since the previous work shows its usefulness. Proxy Services as a Bridge. We will briefly summarize the work that assumes that services are already located on a proxy. The use of proxies has also been proposed as a bridge to remote services (e.g., [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). This work primarily focusses on providing services that allow for service discovery in the wired infrastructure, and relays requests and responses to the services. Although our work supports these services, we are looking to be able to have proxy services that essentially allow for the movement of functionality from client applications. The functionality used should enhance the performance or the reliability of the client application. A second aspect that makes our work different is that the existing work assumes that the proxy is always associated with the same proxy service. There is no concept of a dynamic association of proxy services with proxies. Our work does allow for this. Proxy Services. Many proxy services have been developed. For example, Rosseto et al. [17] ) proposed a framework for coordinating an application's execution in a mobile grid. The proxy services developed included a resource selector and a workflow manager. Other grid related work includes [18] . Grids are typically used for job execution. The implication is that proxy services for grids are used for some form of coordination of the different job components. Our work is focused on remote services where proxy services can be considered as part of the client application or at least enhance the usability of the client application. Other work uses proxies to manage signals between different types of networks [19] . Tools for Grid Services. Work that extends the available grid tools to support use by mobile devices includes [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . The use of proxies is introduced to allow mobile devices to use traditional grid tools without modifying the grid tools. Proxies can also be used to allow a mobile device to be a resource provider within a grid (e.g., [24] ). Furthermore, proxies can be used to organize mobile nodes as a cluster e.g.,' [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . Proxies can be used to distribute the tasks among mobile nodes, maintain information about available services and hide the heterogeneity and dynamicity of the mobile wireless environment.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss our observations and insights. Proxy and PFS Ownership. PFSs and proxies can be owned by the service providers that provide mobile clients with access to its services. Another possible owner for the PFSs and proxies can be ISPs or telecom providers. The other scenario is that remote service providers may provide proxies which are maintained by ISPs and the PFSs are owned by service providers. This is the approach found in content distribution networks such as Akamai. Proxy Services. The proxy services described in this paper are found elsewhere. However, typically other work uses proxies in grids while we are more interested in using proxies for accessing remote services that are often provided by cloud environments. We show that with a well-defined API that it is possible to provide proxy services that not only hide intricate details but also enhances the performance of client applications. Most other work suggests that proxy services negatively impacts performance. We believe the reason for this is that other work typically replicates a cloud service or the client application. Instead we focus on providing a specific functionality. Support for Application Partitioning. Many scenarios assume that the applications run entirely on a remote server or run entirely on the phone. The infrastructure presented in this paper allows for some application modules to run on a proxy if needed. This is seen with the remote printing example where two scenarios were implemented. One where the Printing Service Client code was executed on a proxy and one where it was not. This work assumes that the decision to offload some of the computation is application dependent. Relationship between Clouds, Proxies and Mobile Clients. In this work we primarily focused on using proxies as a gateway to the services (hardware and software). These will often be provided by clouds. As we saw in section III the use of proxy services allows for more effective communication between the mobile client and the remote services by addressing issues related to unreliable and low bandwidth communication links. This suggests that clouds that offer services could be more effectively accessed by client applications through proxies. Further research is needed in selecting the best proxy to use based on network distance which requires further study of metrics that should be used for estimating network distance. For example, should hop counts be used or round trip time.
Proxy Customization. In our current implementation a proxy is a machine. Proxy services are dynamically deployed as needed based on the needs of the mobile client applications using the proxy. A proxy service is instantiated for each client application request. An alternative approach to consider is to use a virtual machine. A virtual machine can be assigned to each mobile client application. The proxy services installed on that virtual machine are exactly those needed by the mobile client applications. Proxy Selection. We will consider more sophisticated techniques for proxy selection. For example, we could select a proxy based on percentage of proxy services available and the bandwidth requeired to transfer other proxy services from other locations as needed. Mobile Device Movement. Although not discussed in this paper, our infrastructure can support the mobility of devices by monitoring the movement of the mobile device. If the mobile device moves to a location far away from its current proxy, a new proxy closer to the new location the mobile device, will be assigned to the client. This allows communication delay to remain small. More work on the implementation is needed before this can be presented.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Our proxy-based mobile computing infrastructure is targeted at easing the communication between a handheld mobile device and various remote services. We implemented a sample application to measure the effectiveness of our infrastructure in achieving the mentioned goal. The results of our experiments show that our infrastructure is successful in supporting client applications on mobile devices to access remote services by providing disconnection handling facilities, as well as speeding up the process of accessing the remote service. The results obtained from our experiments show that using our mobile computing infrastructure does not add a noticeable run-time overhead to the system. We will further explore the handoff process from one proxy to another. We are also planning to implement other proxy services that could be used by a broad number of mobile client applications. Further evaluation will also include more development of client applications.
